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WD2318

WD2324WD2323 WD2325

WD2319

WD2321

WD2320

WD2322

WD2311BOX
worry doll I’m... box 
of 60 asst

WD2315

WD2316 WD2317

WD2311 WD2312 WD2313 WD2314

Are you? Better get them all then. 
This new take on our worry dolls has 
been really popular in our shops. 
Recommended by all good 
psychiatrists and psychologists.

Worry dolls - I’m...
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WD2300
secret keeper 6cm

WD2301
good vibes

WD2310
teen worry-free dolls on card (6 asst)

WD2327WD2326 WD2328

The women who make these worry dolls live mostly in the rural 
areas of Guatemala. Making them provides an important supplement 

to the income they get from agriculture. 

They’re a great eco product as they are made from recycled fabric 
and cotton offcuts.
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WD004U
bestseller

WD004R
bestseller

WD004N
bestseller

WD004Q WD004T

WD004L
bestseller

WD004M

WD004D

WD004SWD004O

WD004GWD004F
bestseller

WD004C

WD004E WD004J
bestsellerWD004H WD004K

bestseller

WD004ZA

WD004X
bestseller

WD004Y WD004Z

WD004Z

WD004V

WD004ZB
bestseller

We can’t cover all your worries, but we’re doing our best!

Speech is powerful - the act of verbalising your worry and assigning a worry for 
your doll to work during your sleep can be very beneficial.
Worry dolls are now often used in modern day paediatrics and psychiatry treat-
ment, especially in cases of trauma and abuse. 

Worried about something we haven’t catered for? Do let us know!

Personalised worry dolls

WD004ZD
bestseller

WD004ZE

WD004W
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Worry no more!

WD2810
A 3-tier display unit 
with selected popular 
worry dolls:
WD001 x 20
WD004 x 40
TTDL117 x 20

Display 
unit free 

and products at 

bargain price!

WD004ZG WD004ZH WD004ZI WD004ZJ
WD004ZK
bestseller WD004ZL

WD004ZO

WD004ZU

WD004ZM

WD004ZS WD004ZTGWD004ZTB

WD004ZSWD004ZPWD004ZN WD004ZQ

WD004ZW

WD004ZR

WD004ZYWD004ZV WD004ZZ

WD004BOX
w doll personalised 
(box of 60 asst)

eeccoo
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Worry dolls on display cards always seem to sell well - 
try these new ones...

WD2820
mayan lucky kit 
asst cols

WD2822
4 worry dolls in 
bag on card

WD2823
worry doll in 
bag on card

WD2824
love yourself 
worry doll
bestseller

WD2825
angel worry doll 
on card
bestseller

WD2006
worry doll keyring 
asst. cols.
bestseller

WD001
6 mini worry dolls per box 5x3cm box of 60
bestseller

WD002C
worry doll in bag 6.5cm
now sold as a box of 50
bestseller

WD2001A
worry dolls in bag

WD2001
6 worry dolls in bag
box of 48
bestseller

Our worry doll supplier is based in Antigua, an old city full of 
cobbled streets. Our suppliers have a carpentry workshop to 
make the display boxes you see in these pages. 

Worry dolls are made by hand in Guatemala. You can 
buy some of them individually but we recommend the 
point of sale boxes which are excellent for attracting 
attention and increasing sales.

WD2807
our planet matters worry dolls box of 48
bestseller

WD2807B

WD001A
small box yellow (single)
bestseller



CRE004
worry doll 
small crochet bag

WD1903
angel worry doll 
asst. cols.

WD1903
angel white w gold 
wings worry doll

CRE1502
worry doll 
keyring
bestseller
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WD2002
worry doll earrings 1.5” 

WD2003
‘worry doll earrings mini
bestseller

WD017
peace and love set of  2 friendship 
bracelets box of 48
bestseller

 TOP SELLER
TTDL103
6 mini worry dolls in bag asst

WD2821
4 worry dolls on card
bestseller

WD015
worry doll large 
on card

 TOP SELLER

CRE011
“matchbox” worry dolls
bestseller

WD2004
necklace
assorted colours

WD017A
peace and love set of  
2 friendship bracelets
bestseller

Friendship bracelets

TTDL117
friendship dolls 
holding hands
 TOP SELLER

CRE010
worry doll on card
 TOP SELLER

WD2200
worry free family with magnet
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WD019
ceramic spirit animals

box of 24

In Guatemala, there is a story that every human 
being has a fellow spirit called a Nahual. It is believed 
that your animal spirit helps and protects you.

Spirit animals

WD2102
peace messengers 
box of 24

WD2101
owl messengers 
box of 24

Messengers of peace & wisdom

WD2830
spirit of the Amazon 
ceramic animals box 24

WD2830A
spirit of the Amazon 
ceramic animals asst

 TOP SELLER
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WD2803
foot bags box of 40

WD006A
stress or juggling balls
asst. cols
bestseller

WD006
stress balls box of 30
bestseller

WD2010A
mayan weave 
purse
asst. cols.WD2010

mayan weave purse asst.cols. 
box of 48
bestseller

WD2005
mayan mirror box 
box of 24

WD2005A
mayan mirror box 
asst. cols.

Mayan mirror boxes

Mayan woven purses

WD018
box of 24

Mayan coin purses
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